
FAMOUS COMPANY OF KIND NERDS 
ANNOUNCES STAINLESS T-SHIRT
Los Angeles, May 22, 2015 Famous Company of Kind Nerds is a start-up company which released a new product which 
will be a big impact in the industry. The domain (fckn.cool) of the company might sound a little bit strange but the product 
has made the first appearance with success.

You don’t have to worry about the dating night again since FCKN Cool offers a stylish t-shirt which does not get dirt and 
repel stains. Yes, this might sound like magic but with the help of nano-techonology, the masters of abbreviation have also 
achieved to produce this amazing tee.

Not only dating but this stylish t-shirt may be used in your daily life, business events (of course with your jacket), picnic or 
first dating night at that restaurant where the waiter accidently spills the red wine on your - probably well built – chest.

It is feeling soft, comes in various sizes, stays hygienic and made of 100% American Cotton and of course its recyclable 
and certified by international labs for successfully passing the health checks. So, as a green product FCKN Cool is not 
only fashion for adults but for the kids who always get into trouble with dirt.

The cut and design may help you a little bit to make you look more fitter just before the summer, so that might motivate 
you for starting your exercise routine.

Hydrophobic technology is applied to the fabrics rather than previously used technology that was spray-on application. It 
looks like improvements at the technology field will bring more fresh products to the market.

Not only a good thing to wear but also a great choice to make some magic to friends. With the abbreviation or the tee?

About Famous Company of Kind Nerds

Fckn.cool provides stainless nano-tech tshirts for the clothing industry. Start-up established in 2015 and is a subsidiary of 
Atomik Textile group which specialized in high-tech knit fabrics and apparel since 1989.
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